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FOREWORD
This edition of the Infogame Users Manual describes version 2.1 of Infogame. The main
changes from version 1.3, described in "Reeks ter Discussie" 89.07 aze:
- Chapters 4 and 5 are combined. Programming examples in DBASE3 have been
deleted, and a section on handling report data in Lotus 1-2-3 has been added.
Chapter 6(formerly chapter 7) now addresses the game administrator rather than
the operator. The availability of a hard disk or network server is now assumed.
The section on data changes has been removed to a separate game administrator's
manual.
The labour market model has been changed (see sections 2.6 and 3.12)
- Customers who cannot be served in time now cancel orders on their own
initiative. When production is started on a specific order, delivery is always
accepted.
A technology always uses a single machine.
The structure of the report file has been changed (see chapter 4).
The number of days in a month (20) and a quarter (60) are now fixed instead of
variable.
Events occurring at the end of a month are now distinguished from events
occurring at the start of the next month.
[nfugame is a medium-siZed set of programs ( about 5000 lines) in Turbo-Pascal Rev 6.0
for the IBM-PC or compatible with 640 K memory. For educational and research
purposes, a frce copy of Infogame, containing the programs in .EXE form and the data
in ASCII format, is available from the author.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Infogame is a game for teaching the design and implementation of information systems.
It can be played as a regular game with up to twelve players or player teams, but it may
also be used as an exercise by a single player.
"Pt contains elements from two types of games commonly used in management
education: simulation games, where players take the role of middle managers making
decisions in a limited area, such as production, and results are computed independently
for each player or team, and management games, where players assume the role of top
managers unconcerned with the company's day to day problems, and results are
primarily determincd by competition with other players. In Infogame, operations are
simulated in detail, and players get reports on those. However, players take on the role
of top managers; they give instructions on operations in the form of rules, which may be
interpreted as orders to middle management.
To clearly identify the difference between the three types of game we describe the way
production is handled:
In management games, global production orders are given, such as produce 10,000 tons
of product X during this period or during this period, produce product X with SO
workers and 2 machines. The results are also in a global form, such as: 9500 tons of
prnduct X were produced during this period. Differences between instructions and
results can be attributed to a global model, such as a LP model.
[n simulation games that model a process industry, players decide on production per day
or per hour and results are reported on the same time scale. In simulation games that
model a job shop, players decide what job should be executed next when a state change
(end of a job, arrival of supplies, repair of a machine, etc.) allows execution of a new
job. Results of jobs are reported separately after the end of each job. In both types of
simulation games, data are aggregated to determine the player's success.
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In Infogarne, which models a job shop, production is controlled by a rule stating that a
given amount (the nrder yuuntity) of a product must be produced when the stock falls
below a given level (the reorder level) and the requisite resources (materials, machines
and manpowcr) arc availablo. For euch job, results are reported in detail. In an
lnfogame-like garne that simulates a process industry, a rule would compute daily
production I'rom such parameters as size of stocks, number of operators available, and
condition of installa[ions.
Because both rules and other [op management decisions (such as investment decisions)
influence opcrations (for example, an incorrect relation between order level and order
quantity will cause stockouts or excessive inventories), the player needs reports on actual
operations. Thc contents of thosc reports are not defined in advance; the player can
choose which events should be reported. For example, for most purposes it is not
necessary to rcport both the allocation of materials at the start of a job and the use of
materials at the end of a job.
The detailed reports, which may contain over 1000 records for a game round, would
tlood the playcr with detail. Consequently, an information system must be designed to
process the raw data into usable information. This may be an accounting system that
computes balance sheets and profit and loss statements or a sophisticated decision
support system that analyzes production and marketing data. We do not suggest a"best"
approach. Some examples are givcn in chapter 4.
Apart from the data provided by thc game program, the player receives data on the
cnvironment from the game administrator at the start of a scries (for example, attribute
valucs of supplicrs and machines). The only dynamic elements in the environment are
the growth of the market and the labour force. No new markets, products, materials,
machines or technologies are introduced during a series. ln con[rast to most conventional
management games, Infogame does not start with going concerns. Players start new
companies with a cash capital of 10 million ECU. In the first round, players must base
decisions on the environment data: a prime reason not to start with going concerns was
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that we did not want to influence information system design by the form and contents of
historical data. However, a game administrator who prefen to start with going concern
can run the first quarter(s) according to a fixed scenario. Players must also decide on
company structure: Infogame accommodates single-product companies as well as
diversified and integrated firms. This was an additional reason to start without going
concerns: the complexity of the production system influences the complexity of the
information system, and the choice of the level of complexity is left to the players.
How to use this manual
This manual is organized as follows:
Chapter 2 describes the system simulated by Infogame; it provides background
information for making decisions in the game.
!`t,.,..~or Z.1R.~nriFwc hnui `inricinnc arr ~rtna~w PnfP.t1P.(j' 11 TAV }1P nP1:P.CC9N tYl tnfn t0......r.w . .. .............~.. ...... .-~~-.,--.... -- --~ -~ -' -"---~ - -- ~ - - .
chapter 2 to find the implications of decisions or to chapter 5 to find the relevant data.
Chapter 4 describes the output from Infogame. If the player wants to make a decision on
the data that should be reported, this section should be consulted before decisions are
entered. Alternatively, the player can ask for all data and subsequently study section 4
with the report at hand.
Chapter 5 describes the standard set of data provided with the game. If the game
administrator actually changes data, this section should be tailored to the new data set.
Because the game administrator can change a large number of parameters, the wording
in the manual may be intentionally vague (for example: there are up to five industries).
Chapter 6 is intended for game administrators and players who play Infogame as an
exercise; it can be skipped by players in a regulaz playing session.
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2 OUTLINE OF THE GAME
2.1 Definitions
Each player or player team manuges a company producing goods or scrvices in up to
tïvc competitivc industries (scrvices are industries were no stocks can be held). There is
no cornpelition between products in different industries. Consequently, if the number of
playcrs is Icss than or cyual to thc number of industrics, and each playcr spccializcs in a
single industry, there is no competition. The game administrator may model industries
after rcal-world industries, such as the building industry, which produces to order only,
the detergent industry, where advertising costs are high, the aerospace industry with a
complicated production system, ctc. In this manual, we only mention the abstract
characteristics of industries and production processes: it is up to the player to identify an
industry that can produce both for stock and to order, has high setup costs, and demand
for a widc quality range, with thc car industry.
A company employs a number of workcrs, it owns a number of machines of different
typcs, it markcts a numhcr of products, and it buys, stocks and uses rnatcrials of
different typcs. In each industry, one or more production technologies can he adopted. A
technology specilies the quality of a product and the resources (machines, labour, and
materials) necdcd to produce it. For example, in an industry there may be three
technologies A, B and C with the following characteristics:




Production is done in hatches; Infogame simulates job shops rather than process
industrics. All matcrials nccdcd for a batch must bc prescnt al thc start of a joh, and
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finished products become available only when the job has been finished. Consequently,
when the batch size is large, a large stock of materials is needed and the average stock
of finished products will also be large. On the other hand, if a technology with a long
setup time is chosen, a small batch size entails high setup costs.
2.2 Time
In contrast to conventional managemcnt games, where all events during a gaming round
are assumed to occur at the same moment (say, the start of the first day of the year),
Infogame maintains an internal clock to time all events in a simulated period. However,
it is not a real-time game because the player cannot directly influence events after the
start of a round. A game round is equivalent to a quarter, containing 60 working days.
Days are numbered continuously; for example, 362.14 indicates a moment in the third
day of the third quarter of the second year. Most events can occur at any time of the
day. Payments to suppliers always occur at the start of a day. Inventory taking occurs at
' c '--- i`-~--. -~ ~-.t~-~~~ ..~~ .. ot thn ..n~ nf ~ mnntt~ !i r~ af fimPciiic c~iu Gi á uay. .~a.a.y á:.u .., .,l.,u. Ë.~f::.... ......... .. .,.. ~-.-.
19.99, 39.99, etc.. Changes in the number of employees and advertising outlays occur
only at the start of a month (i.e. at days 0, 20, 40 etc.).
Long-term planning decisions ( investment, employment, and mazketing decisions) aze
made by the player; short-term scheduling decisions (ordering materials, starting a
production run, delivery to consumers) are made by the game program. So players play
the role of top managers, and the decisions of middle management and operating
personnel are programmed. This "program" is defined in the simulation code.
Examples of rules are:
If a resource becomec nvailable, the If the stock of materials falls beiow the '';
oldest productian orderwaiting for that player-specified reorder level, an !
(and only that} resource will be amount eyual to the player-spec~ed
executed. order quantity is ordered.
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Thc primary rcport contains records on states and events in the order of the time when
they werc made. For example, if a sale was made at 23.57, a machine was repaired at
23.61 and a ncw sale was made at 23.64, the events are reportcd in that order. The
primary report rcflects thc outcome of strategic, tactical and operating decisions. It is up
to the player to find the informa[ion necessary for his decisions in the next round.
2.3 Industry characteristics '
M indusU-y in Infogamc opcralcs in onc of Ihc folluwing modcs:
Pruductinn fi~r internul use only
The product is a material that cannot be sold on the market, but may be used in the
production of other materials andlor consumer products. Production of materials is
governcd by Ihc rules for acquisition of materials. For example, if the reorder level for
material "MAT160" is set to 5000, and [he order quantity is set to 2000, a production
order fi~r 2000 units of an internally produced material with quality index 160 is given
whcn its stock is below 5000. When a job has been lïnished, the material produced is
added to the stock of materials. A detailed description is given in sec[ion 3.10.
Whereas the quality index in other industries is a rough index of consurner acceptance,
yuality of a product used as a material should be exactJy eyual to the specificd yuality of
the material. I~or exumplc, if a material with quality index 120 is specitïed, a product
with quality index 1 19 or 12l cannot be used. An example can be found in the car
industry: a ronsumer may prefer a larger model for the same price, but parts for u
spccilïcd modcl should conform to cxact specifications.
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Production for stnck only
A production order is placed when the stock of finished products falls below the reorder
level. When a production order is finished, the amount produced is added to the stock.
Orders that cannot be filled from stock are ignored; consumers just disappeaz or switch
to competing products. For this mode, the reorder level should be positive; otherwise
production will never start.
Production to order only
When a customer orders a product, a production order for the amount ordered is placed.
In this context, "amount" is equivalent to "size": the demand for a building with a height
of 320 feet cannot be filled by two buildings with heights of 300 and 20. When an order
is finished, it is delivered to the customer. The consumer can annul the order if the
promised delivery date has passed, but only if production on that order has not yet
started.
Production for stock or to order
Production is for stock, but customer orders that cannot be met from stock aze retained.
The amount produced is added to the stock, and existing back-orders are filled before
lhe product is made available to new customers. Production orders are placed as long as
the stock is below the reorder level. With a zero or negative reorder level, production is
started only when there is a sufficient order backlog.
In the data given in chapter 5, production mode can be determined from the variables
stock possible and maximum delivery time according to the following table. It should be
clear that immediate delivery is impossible when no stock can be held.
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Maximwn order time - 0 Maximum order time 1 0
Stock possiblc Production for stixk Production for stix;k and to order
Stock not txitisihlc Production to order
2.4 Sales
Potcntial salcs in an industry arc dctcrmincd by thc formula:
S-N.060
I
N Numbcr of consumers
O Average order size
I Interarrival time of each consumer
Itrespcctivc of thc compctition, a producl cannot bc tiold lu a consumcr if thc pricc is
too high. Consumer number l only accepts products with a price equal to or below the
base price, consumers with a higher number accept higher-priced products. A product is
only considered by a consumer if the promised delivery date is acceptable.
Consequcntly, in an industry with production for stock only, products offers are made
only if thc consumer demand can bc satisfied immediately from stock. Moreover, the
product must hc known, either hy advertising or by previous sales to the consumer or a
member of his re~erence ~~rnup, a consumer with a slightly higher or lower number.
ConsequenUy, advertising is necessary for new products and for products aiming at a
new class of consumcrs. When products are compared, price, consumer credit, quality
and expectcd dclivery time are takcn into account. However, the selection also involves
a random factor. If, in an industry wílh production to ordcr, Ihc promiscd dclivcry dalc
is cxccedcd, thc consumcr annulti his order and returns to the market, but hc will not try
the samc product again. Rcpeatcd annulments will damagc the reputation of a product.
Pcrtincnt data arc givcn in scclion 5.3
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2.5 Production
For each product, one or more technologies must be chosen (see 3.7). Technologies that
produce the same product must have the same quality index and must be in the same
industry. For marketing purposes, one technology may be used to produce different
products. Technology data are defined by the game administrator. Actual values are
given in section 5.4
Variable Description Example value
Name A uniyue name for the technology. TRADB
Industry Name of the industry where the technology is used. TRAD
Machine Type of machine needed for production. M3
Quality Quality index of a product produced with this technology. 120
Operators Number oF fully productive operators needed for operation at
full capacity.
50
Capacity Number of units produced in a quarter at full capacity. ~iti ixiu
Setup Time needed to start up production after a stop or a change in
production setup.
2
Material Type and amount of each material needed for production at full
capacity during a yuarter.
15000 of quality 100,
25000 of quality 140
Maximum production and amount of materials needed (for maximum production) are
Flow data for a game period; the other data are state data. In this example, 40,000 units
of a product in industry TRAD with quality index 120 can be produced if the company
employs 50 fully productive operators, operates a machine of type M3, and has













Production is donc in batchcs. In industrics with productiun for stoc;k, schcduling is
determined by two variables: rcnrder level and urder yttcnrtity. Whencver the stock
(including orders in process) is lowcr than the rcorder Icvcl, an order to produce a batch
with the size of thc order quantity is entered into the order queue. An order in the queue
is executed when it is the first for which all resources are available. Consequently,
production will be interrupted if thc reorder level is lower than the order quantity.
Figures I and 2 show the size of stcx:ks and orders over time.
Figurc I: Rcordcr Icvcl 1 order quantity
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Figure 2: Reorder level ~ order quantity
For industries with production to order, an order from a consumer is entered in the
queue of production orders when it is received. The variables "order quantity" and
"reorder level" are not used. The first order from the queue for which all resources are
available is executed. Figure 3 shows the production process.
Figure 3 Production to order
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The playcr also sets the maximum time allowed for production of a batch, a variable that
is well known in computer operating systems (maximum job time). In industries with
production to order, an order is not executed if production time woutd exceed the
specitïed maximum time; in industries with production for stock, the batch size is
reduced to what can be produced in the specified time.
Produc[ion is started only if enough materials are available; partial production of a batch
bccausc of lack of matcrials is not possiblc. When production would be stopped hecause
lack of matcrials, and no matcrials have been ordercd, lhis will be donc.
Mathematically, the required amounts of materials are defined by the condition:
~~. B
b'i E M: 9rz
C
q; Stock of material of type i.
r; Materials of type i needed for production at full capacity.
M Scl of typcs of materials.
B Batch size.
C Production capacity for a quarter.
Examplc ri rz B C min q, min q,
20 000 10 000 I 000 40 000 500 250
If sufficient materials are available, net production time in days (without setup time) for
a batch is the lower of [he maximum time allowed and batch size divided by the actual
capacity. Actual capacity is the product of full capacity and the minimal proportion of
actually available to specified resources. It is never higher than full capacity.
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This is expressed by the formula:
t-min ~B ,x
min(~11.C
t Net production time for a batch in days.
B Batch size.
w Number of fully productive operators.
W Number of operators needed for production at full capacity.
C Production per quarter (60 days) at full capacity.
x Maximum time specified.
Example B w W C x t
1000 100 150 30 000 2 3
1000 100 50 30 000 1 2
3000, 100 100 30 000 5 5
Crwr~frri harrh ~i~P Acn~al hatch size with oroduction for stock is 2500. Production will not be-r--. .-- - .
started with production to order.
The variables batch size and mcrximum time can be combined in three ways. First,
maximum time can be set so high (say at 60) that it never limits production time.
Second, for an industry with production for stock, it can be set so low that the batch size




Third, batch size can be used to determine regular production time, and maximum time
is used as a safety valve to prevent the start of a job with too few operators, just as
maximum job time is specified by a computer centre user to prevent the waste of
valuable resources because of a program bug.
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[f a production job immediately follows another job producing the same product with the
same machine, no extra setup tirne is needed. In all other cases, for example if
production is titopped for any timc, or if a machinc must be repaired, setup timc is added
to net production time. Conscyuently, unreliable machines not only directly decrease
capacity, but they also increase setup time.
Total production time is computed by the formula:
T- t If production is continued immediately with the same machines.
T- t f s Othcrwisc
T Total production time
t Nct production time
s Sctup timc
Thc mechanism that selects orders for production is derived from operating systems
practice. When the stock is below reorder level (in industries with production for stock)
or a consumer order is received (in industries with production to order), a production
order is entered into a queue. Whenever an order is added to the queue or a resource has
become available (for example, matcrials or machines have arrived, machines have been
repaired or a production job has been finished), the order queue is searched sequentially
for the tïrst production order that can be executed with the resources. Resources are
allocated to this joh, and thc yucuc is searched for ordcrs that can bc executed with the
remuining resources. Conscyucntly, when many machines are present, many jobs can be
executed in parallel. This may result in an increase in setup time.
2.6 I,abour
A company can cithcr cngagc uncmploycd workers or it can hírc cmployccs from othcr
companies. Employees prefer a company with a higher wage and dislike a company with
a history of mass dismissals. A company having too many employees can stop hiring
and hopc that cmployees leave voluntarily. If the number of employees is still too high
at the end of thc quarter, thc supcrfluous workers arc dismissed with one or more
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months of redundancy pay. If the number of employees is between the specified
minimum and maximum, neither hiring nor firing will occur. At the start of the game, a
number of unemployed workers are available. Later on, new workers will enter the
labour mazket if unemployment is low and demand for labour is high and unemployed
workers will leave the market if unemployment is high.
All workers in a company have the same productivity index, a number between 0 and 1,
that denotes the productivity of a worker as a fraction of the productivity of a standard
worker. The productivity of employees who are new to a company is a constant. The
productivity of workers already with a company increases with the product of the
learning factor and the productivity gap (1 minus the productivity index). The new value
of the productivity index is equal to the weighted average of the productivity indices of
old and new workers. Mathematically, productivity is defined by:






Productivity index for period i
Productivity of new workers
Number of new workers
Number of workers already employed
Learning factor
Example I 0 50 0.5 0.3 0.5
2 40 l0 0.5 0.3 0.62
3 45 5 0.5 0.3 0.7106
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2.7 Company design
Because all companies in lnfogame start from scratch, players are free to decide which
typc of company they want to operate. Company types are:
Sin~~le-prnduct compuny
The success of a single-product company mainly depends on the choice of product and
technology. Its opcration entails two relatively simple tasks: Ensuring efficien[
production and selecting an optimal marketing mix. Information processing in this type
of company is simple, as therc is no need to computc resutts for differen[ products or
technologies.
Diver.cifiecl c~ompnny
A diversificd company produces more than one product andlor applies more than one
technology. If the relation between technologies and products is one-to-one, and each
technology uscs a dil~ferent type of machine, information processing is still rclativcly
simple. tlowever, if products are produced with several technologies, andlor share
machines, intricate planning, scheduling, and accounting problems arise.
lnte~,~ruted cnmpctny
An integrated company produces materials us well as final products. This poses
problems in planning and in monitoring the overall eflicicncy of the production process,
especially if Ihc materials produced within the company are used in several products.
Specialists in logistics may use the model of the integruted company to demonstrate the
use ol' MRP und similar techniyues. Accountants will stress the importance of the correct
valuation of stocks of intermediatc products.
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3 HOW TO PLAY
3.1 Input formats
Infogame is normally operated in an interactive way: players enter decisions from the
keyboard; they can conect inputs until the game administrator signals the end of the
round.
There are three types of input:
a) Selection: Selection of an option from a list.
b) Set selection: Selection of a set of options from a list.
c) Table filling: Filling a table on the screen.
During selection and set selection the screen contains a list of options. During table
filling a table appears on the screen. Fields that cannot be changed are protected, and
~ n,.1.....,.,,. {,,.,,,7e,i 1.,, e Innnf~rar n~ntinnc 1n tiiicCannOl De CCi1CÍlGl1 Uy ll1G í:iiíávÍ. t.Viuuui~ áï~. ~l..aUVY v~ vx~............~ j,..,,...,.
way, the probability of input errors is minimized. In all cases, a summary explanation of
the instruction is given in a foot line. The following keys may be used:
Character Selection Set selection Table filling
-~ Right arrow Next item Next item Position right
~ Left arrow Former item Former item Position left
T Up arrow Row up
.~ Down arrow Row down
e--- Backspace Remove selection Remove left character
-~I Tab Column right
IF-- Back Tab Column left
Ins Insert space
Del Delete character
f-~ Enter Select Select item Go to start of next row
F 1 Help Help Help
F9 End selection End selection End filling
ESC End selection End selection End filling
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3.2 Starting the program
Normally, thc gamc administrutor providcs a login program thal automatically assigns
the playcr to a subdirectory with the same name as his company, and starts the
INFOGAME program. Sec chaptcr 6 for details. After the program start, a password
must bc cntcrcd by filling a tablc. For a ncw company, thc samc password must be
entered both in the ENTER and in the VERIFY column. All characters are echced with





For an existing company, the password must be en[ered in the ENTER column:
ENTER
ENTER PASSWORD~
When the correct password has been en[ered, one of the following options is selected:
REGISTER IPIVEST SCRAP DESIGN REMOVE PRODP MAT SUPPI. EMP BANK REPAY CREDIT
C}í00SE IN;'I'RUC'I'ION
The input sctision is ended by pressing F9 or ESC. Subscyuently the Intbgame program




The following instructions can be selected:
Instruction Description Default Section
REGISTER Define output signals U 3.4
INVEST Invest in machines N 3.5
SCRAP Scrap machines N 3.6
DESIGN Design a product N 3.7
REMOVE Remove a product N 3.8
PRODP Define product characteristics U 3.9
MAT Set pazameters for materials U 3.10
SUPPL Choose suppliers U 3.11
EMP Define terms for employees U 3.12
BANK Ask loans N 3.13
REPAY Repay loans N 3.14
CREDIT Accept credit and set credit terms U 3.15
The default code determines what will be done when the instruction is not selected:
U Unchanged: the entry from the former period is copied.
N No action: nothing is entered.
For example, if no SUPPL instruction is given, suppliers for materials an; not changed;
if no DESIGN instruction is given, no new products are designed.
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3.4 Define output signals (REGISI'ER)
The REGISTER instruction allows thc player to define the contents of the output file.
To this end, the player fïrst uses set selection to select the events that will be reported
and the inventories that will be taken.
The cost of rcpurting cach evcnt or invcntory is dclïned by the game administrator and
supplied to all participants ( see 5.7). A description of cvents and inventories, and the
syntax of thc resulting output f ïle is give in chapter 4. The list of events and inventories
appears on the screcn as:
matorder mat nomat alloc use paymat order prodqueu prodord prodrdy
deliver nodeliv salepay salary advert removep install noinst machall
machfree scrap defect repair interest reploan hire fire leave
assignw freework hirecost firecost mats ps machw machnu pers ops
WHAT REPORTS
Somc data arc rcdundant. For cxample, il is not neccssary lo report bolh thc use of
matcrials whcn a job is startcd (alloc) and whcn it is lïnishcd (usc). If onc ur morc
invcntorics havc hcen selecled, report 1'reyuency is defincd in a table instruction. In
addition to inventories listed in this table, the daily cash balance and the total accoimting
cosls arc rcportcd without cost. lf thc REGISTER inslruction is not used, or no items
have been selecled with thc instruction, the report only contains the cash balances. The
















Report frequency is given in days. For example, "mats 10" means that the stock of
materials is inventoried every 10 days. As there are no discrepancies between inventory
data and event data because of frauds, waste or enors, the only reason to collect
inventory data as well as event data is to check on the information system. For example,
product stock (ps) can be computed from production and delivery data if these are
recorded. On the óther hand, if product stock and deliveries are recorded, production
may be computed from these data.
3.5 Invest in machines (INVEST)
When a company wants to purchase machines, it defines the machine type and the
number of machines in an INVEST instruction with the following screen format:
MACH TYPE NUMBER REMARKS
M1 5
M2 7
I~M3 I l I '1'YY!!: UNKNUWIJII
INVEST IN NEW MACHINES
For each machine type the following data are given (see section 5.5 for data). Actual
delivery times, failure times and repair times are drawn from a negative exponential
distribution.
Attribute Description
Machine Unique name of the machine type
MTTD Mean time to deliver in days
Repair Cost of repair per day
Price Price of one unít
MTBF Mean time between failures in days
MTTR Mean time to repair in days
S Decrease in MTBF and increase in MTTR per quarter
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A machine will be installed only if it can be paid at the moment of delivery. When it is
installed, it is paid immediately, it is given a sequential number, which will henceforth
he used to denote this machine, and it can s[art producing. When alternative technologies
are available to produce a product, cost and reliability of the machines employed may be
a decisivc argumcnL Another reason to choose a particular set of technologies may be
that they use the same machine. Such decisions must be based on data supplied by the
game administrator bcfore playing. However, game reports should indicate whether plans
have been realiscd.
3.6 Scrap machines (SCRAP)
With the SCRAP inslruction, machines purchased in preceding quarters can be scrapped.
Accordingly, it cannot be used in the first quarter. A machine should be scrapped when
its repair costs surpass its utilily. Expected repair costs may be computed from the data
specitied in section 3.5. Actual repair cost may be given in the report. If a machine is
not in usc, it is scrappcd at thc start of the quarter, otherwise it is scrapped when the job
using it is finishcd. Thc machincs to be scrapped are selected with a set selection
instruction from a list containing machine numbers (sce 3.S):
1 2 3
SCRAP MAC111 NES
3.7 Design a product (DFSIGN)






INOLOGY TECHNOLOGY TECHNOLOGY TECHNOLOGY REMARKS ~
TECHNOLOGY UNKNOWN
SPECA TRADA DIFFERENT INDUSTRIES




The DESIGN instruction adds a new product and defines one or more technologies to
produce it. The technologies define the industry and the quality index of the product. If
more than one technology is specified, those should be in the same industry and have
the same quality index. When applied to an existing product, the DESIGN instruction
can be used to add or remove a technology. For example, a labour-intensive technology
may be replaced by a capital-intensive technology when labour has become expensive.
Production can start when characteristics have been defined for the product (see 3.9). If
production is to order, orders can be taken immediately; deliveries have to wait until the
first batch is produced. A product can be removed (see 3.8) when it no longer
contributes to company profits. Technologies are described in section 2.5, actual data on
technologies are given in section 5.4.
3.8 Remove a product (REMOVE)
Products to be removed are selected by set selection:
P1 P2 P5
REMOVE PRODUCT
When the REMOVE instruction is given for a product, the product is actually removed
when all current production orders for it have been executed. If production is both for
stock and to order, all current consumer orders are reviewed in simple sequential fashion
and if possible filled from stock. Products in stock that cannot be sold in this way,
including all products in industries with production for stock only, are dumped without
cost or income. In industries with production to order only, all existing consumer orders
are filled before the product is actually removed. If a product is removed and the
machine needed to produce it are scrapped at the same time, the machines are actually
scrapped after the current production job (see 3.6). Consequently, the remaining
production orders for this product will never be executed.
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3.9 Uetïne product characteristics (PRODP)
Thc scrccn format for lhc PROUP instruction is:
PRODUCT DELIVERY REORDER hEVEL ORDER QUANT MAXTIME PRICE ADV BUDGET
P1 10 2000 1000 8 200 100 000
P2 0 60 100
PS 0 60 100
SET PRODUCT PARAMETERS
For each product the following variables must be defined:
Column Description
PRODUCT Product name
DELIVERY Quoted delivery time in days,
REORDER LEVEL Reorder level for a new production orderi z
ORDER QUANT Ordcr quantity: size of production order, ,
MAX"1'1M1; Maximum limc tbr a produclion ordcr
PRICE Selling pricci
ADV BUDGET Advcrtising budgeti
I Not applicablc for matcrials
2 Ncit applicablc for proJuctiun to ordcr
Sclling pricc, advcrlising budgct, quoted delivcry timc and credit extended to cus[omers
(sce 3. I S) detcrmine how many customers will be attracted to the product. If production
is to order only, the consumer order will be s[ored and executed as soon as resources for
production are available, unless it is cancelled beforehand. When the job is finished, it
will bc dclivcrcd to thc consumcr. If production is for stock, a production order for thc
number of units defined in ORDER QUANT is given whcn the stock falls below the
amount defined in REORDER I.EVGL. The value of ORDER QUANT cannot be set
below an inclustry-spccific minimum. However, txcause unfilled orders are subtracted
from the stock, REORDER LEVEL may be set to 0 in industries where back-orders are
accepted. If hack-orders are accepted, they are filled whcn a production order is finished.
However, back-orders are annulled whcn the promised delivery date has passed and this
will inFluencc the murket image of the producer. MAXTIME defines the maximum time
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ullowed for production of a batch. When used in industries with production to order
only, it can prevent production of orders that take too long; in industries that produce for
stock, it can reduce batch size (see 2.5). Production of materials is governed by the rules
for material supply (see 3.10). The product is not sold to third parties and the amount
produced is immediately added to the stock of the corresponding material.
3.10 Set parameters for materials (MAT)
Data are entered for the MAT instruction with the following screen format:
MATERIAL REORDER LEVEL ORDER QUANT REMARKS
100 4000 2000
120 3000 1500
150 1G00 500 UNKNOWN MATERIAL
ISET PARAMETERS FOR MATERIALSI
The player should provide all materials needed for production, either by internal
production or by appointing external suppliers. When the stock of a material falls below
REORDER LEVEL, an order will be placed with a selected supplier ( see 3.11) or a
production order will be given. The size of this order is equal to ORDER QUANTITY.
Thc valuc of ORDER QUANTITY cannot be lower than the lowest minimum order size
accepted by any supplier of the material (see 3.11). Orders are given as long as the stock
minus the amount necded for planned production orders plus the unfilled orders for the
material is below the specified reorder level.
3.11 Choose suppliers (SUPPL)
Suppliers for materials are chosen from a list of suppliers provided by the game
administrator. For a material produced internally, the name of the company itself must
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be entered. If there is more than one supplier for a matcrial, orders are givcn in round-
robin fashion. Suppliers are chosen with the following table instruction:
MATERIAL SUPPLIER SUPPLIER SUPPLIER SUPPLIER REMARKS
100 S1
120 S2 S1 INCORRECT SUPPLIER
160 ABC
SELECT SUPPLIERS
The choice of suppliers is determined by the materials they supply, the terms for those
materials, and the general terms of the supplier. For each supplier the list of suppliers
contains the following variables (see 5.6 for values):
Attributc Description
Name Unique name of a supplier
Credit Number of days of credit extended by the supplier
Maximum Maximum amount of credit extended by the supplier
Discount Discount given by supplier for immediate payment
The list of materials contains the following variables (see 5.6 for values):
Attributc Description
Name Namc of supplier
Material Quality index of material
Price Price per unit
Mean Mean time to delivcr
Std Slandard deviation of delivery time (delivery timc is
normally distributcd)
Min ordcr Minimum ordcr sizc
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3.12 Define terms for employees (EMP)
The EMP instruction uses the following screen format:
MIN EMP MAX EMP SALARY
100 120 2 500
SET TERMS FOR EMPLOYEES
The following variables are set for all employees of the company:
Attribute Description
Min emp Minimum number of employees. If the actual number of
employees is smaller, employees will be hired.
Max emp Maximum number of employees. If the actual number is
iarger, empioyees wiii óc; iued
Salary Salary (including all benefits) per month
The success of a company in hiring and retaining employees depends on its relative
salary und its rccent employment history. Hiring starts at the beginning of the quarter.
Employces are fired at the start of the last month of the quarter, so they have time to
look for new jobs. Employees who tind new jobs are not considered fired. The labour
market is described in section 2.6. Data are given in section 5.2.
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3.13 Ask loans (BANK)
The BANK instruction is a table instruction with the following format. The bank limit
provides credit on cull. A loan is rcpaid in the stated number of quarters.
L-1 -~-~ .--iBANKLIMIT15 000 000
ASK LOAN
The application for a bank limit or a loan is accepted if it is not higher than the
maximum previously defined by the game administrator. A refusal is displayed in the
REMARKS column. The interest percentages per year for loans and for credit on call
are also defined by the game administrator (see 5.1). Only the first one is displayed; it is
used for identi(ication of loans in the REPAY instruction (see 3.14).
3.14 Repay loans (REPAY)
Loans may be repaid before they are due. This is done with a table instruction with [he
following formut that lists all existing loans. A loan is repaid by entering Y in the
REPAY ? column.
NR AMOUNT















3.15 Accept credit and set credit terms (CREDIT)
The first entry in the CREDIT instruction determines by set selection from which
suppliers credit is accepted. Accepting credit from suppliers is a means of financing
materials stock. Its cost can be computed from the number of days of credit and the
discount for immediate payment (see 3.11 for explanation and 5.6 for data). There is an
upper bound to the credit extended by each supplier to a single customer. Consequently,
a reason not to accept credit is that demand for credit from a particular supplier would
surpass the maximum amount extended.
S1 S2 53 S4 SS S6 S7 S8 S9 S10
ACCEPT CREDITS FROM SUPPLIERS
Second, a table instruction is used to define in which industries credit to customers is
branted. Credit to customers is a marketing instrument. It entails interest cost, risk and
additional clerical costs to trace customer payments as well as deliveries.
C3~~TRAD 10 TECHN SPEC ORDER0 0 0




INFOMARK produces an ASCII report file "xxxnn.REP", where xxx is the company









String items start with a Ietter and arc left-aligned. Numeric items are right-aligned with
two digits after the decimal point. Thcy contain no other formatting characters. Items
with a null valuc arc representcd by spaces if followcd by a non-null item. The file may
contuin thc following cntrics:
name type explanation
machtype string machine type
machnr xtring 'MACH' t machine numbcr
prodordcr numeric scyuence number of production order
consorder numeric sequcnce number of consumers order
matorordcr numeric seyuence number of material order
machorder numeric seyuence number of machine order
reporder numeric seyuence number of repair order
loannr numeric ticc~uence number of loan
tcchnology slring namc c,f technology
pnxluct string pnxlucl namc
industry string industry name
supplier string tiupplier name
material string 'MAT' t material yuality index
consumer string 'C' t consumer number
employcc numeric Socinl security number of employee
pricc numcric pricc per unit
time numcric number of days,months or yuarters
numbcr numcric number of units
amount numeric Monctary amoun[
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4.2 Instruction data
All instructions are copied without cost into the data file. If the actual execution of an
instruction may be delayed or cancelled, the corresponding actual event may be recorded
separately (see 4.3).
name descrl descr2 seqnr amount price instruction
invest machtype machorder amounti INVEST
plscrap machtype machnr SCRAP
design product technology DESIGN
addproc product technology DESIGN
delproc product technology DESIGN
plrem product technology REMOVE
addsup supplier material SUPPL
delsup supplier material SUPPL
setprod product timez amount~ amounta PRODP
setprice praluct time, price amount~ PRODP
setmat material amount~ amount, MAT





getloan loannr amount1z quarters,~ BANK
planrepl loannr REPAY
Price of machine
Maximum time (in days) for production tvn
Reorder level
Order yuantity
Quoted delivery time in days
Advertising budget
Minimum number uf employees
Maximum number of employees
Salary pcr month
Number of days of customer credit in this industry
Bank litnit granted
Size of loan
Number of yuarters in which loan must be repaid
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4.3 Event.c
The events that can be reported are listed in the following table:
name dcscrl descr2 seynr amount pricc Explanation
matorder supplier material matorder numbcr price material ordered
mat supplicr matcrial matorder numbcr price material delivered
nurnal supplicr material matorder number price material not delivered
paymat xupplicr matorder amount material paid
alloc pnxluct material prodorder number material allocated
use prcxluct material prcxlorder number material used
order pnxluct consurner consorder number price ordcr by contiumer
prcxlyucu prixluct tcchnulogY Pnxlurdcr numbcr yucuc pnxluction urdcr
pnxlorJ pnxluct tcchnolo~,y pnxlordcr numhcr pnxlucti~m urdcr
prodrdy pnxluct tcchnulugy prcxJurdcr number linish pruductiun urdcr
dclivcr pnxlucl consumcr consordcr numhcr pricc prcxiuct dclivcrcd
nodcliv prcxluct consumcr consordcr :rmuunt pricc prixluct nut dclivcred
salepay pnxiuct conwmer consorder umount payment by consumer
salary amount salary paid
advert prcxtuct amount advertising paiJ
remove, pnxluct number remove product
install machtype machnr machorder amount machine installed
noinst ntachtype machorder amount machine not installed
machall pnxluct machnr prodorder number machines allocated
machfree pnxluct machnr prodorder number machineti freed
scrap machtype machnr machines scrapped
defect machtype machnr reporder machines defective
repair machtype machnr reporder amount machines repaired
interest amount ínterest paid
interest 0 amount interest received
interest loannr amount loan interest paid
reploan loannr amount time; loan repaid
:rccount, amiiunt accuuntin~ cu~ts paid
assignw prrxluct pnxlordcr numbcr employccs assigncd
frcework prcxluct prcxiorder number employees freed
hirccost amounl penonnel advertising
lïrccost amuunt redundancy costs
hire rumpany~ employce employee hired
fire employee employee fired
leave company, employee employee leaves
I Nwnbcr is the number of' units dumped without income
2 In yuarlcrs
3 Always reportcd without cast
4 Only if employee is hired 1'rom or Ieaves for competing company.
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4.4 Inventories
The following inventories can be made:
name descrl descr2 seynr number amount description
mats material number stock of material
ps product stock of product
machw machtype machnr prodorder machines in use
machnu machtype number~ numberz machines not in use
pers number employees
ops praluct prodorder number active operators
cash, amount cash balance
cash3 0 amount overdraft
I Total number of machines of this type that are not in use
2 Number of machines of this type in repair
3 Reported daily without cost
4.5 Data analysis with DBASE3
Though the report file can also be analyzed with programs in conventional languages,
such as BASIC or Pascal, DBASE3 and similar packages are most appropriate for such
programs. Accordingly, our examples are in DBASE. First, a DBASE file must be
created with the following format:
PIELD-NAME t~IELD-TYPE I~IELD-LENGTH rIELD-DEC
T1ME N 8 2
CODE C 9 0
UESCRI C 9 0
DESCR2 C 9 0
SEQNR N 8 ~
AMOUNT N I S 2
PRICE N I S 2
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Next, data should be cntered from thc ASCII file. If the ASCI[ file is called ABCI.REP
(this is thc report of company "ABC" for the first quarter) and the DBASE file
ABCI.DBF, this is donc with:
. vsE ~ci
. APPEND FROM ABCI.REP 3DF
Now wc can usc dircct statcmcntx or programs to cxtract data from the DBASE filc. For
cxamplc, a dircct yucry to compulc thc total valuc of dclivcrics is:
. vsE p,sci
. sUM AMOUNT~PRICE FOR CODE~'deliver'
The stock ol' finished products at the end of the first quarter is computed hy:
. USE ABC1






4.6 Data analysis with I,otus I-2-3
To use the report fïle in Lotus I-2-3, it should be read in with an [mport Text command.
Thcn colwnn A I.. should bc parscd to columns B t..H I with the following parsing line:
IV~~~~ii~L~~~~i~~~Lii~~~~~~Lii~iiii~V~~ii~~~~V~~ii~~i~~~~~~~Vi~~~~~~iiii~~~
After that, thr original column A may be deleted, and the contents of the spreadsheet
arc:
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Column A B C D E F G
Contents time code dexrl descr2 seynr amount price
A typical Lotus application first computes the amounts of backorders and stocks in H2
and I2 respectively with the formulas:
H2i QIF(SB2~"ord~r",S1-SF2,QIF(SB2~"nod~11V"~ORtSH2~"á~liV~I",81tSF2,H1))
I2s QZF(~82~"d~livsr",11-SF2,QIF(S82~"Drodrdy",i1tgF2,I1))
Assuming that the rows 1..750 are filled, the contents of H2..I2 are then copied to
H2..I750, and an XY graph showing back-orders and stocks can be plotted with X-
A2..A750, A- H2..H750 and B- I2..I750.
4.7 Market report
The market report contains all product offers as well as the selection of one product for
each consumer demand. A demand is not entered in the file if all products are too
expensive, if no product is known to consumer or if the promised delivery time of all
products is too high. The market report also contains data on deliveries and order






Code - P Code - A Code -{O,S.D.NI
29-33 numeric Quality Sequence number
34-38 numeric Consumer number
39-48 numeric Price Advertising budget Amount
4.8 Labour market report
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Thc labour market report conlains a monthly statement of the number of employees and
the salary pCr employee for each company, as well as the number of unemployed
persons and thc unemployment bcnefit. The report format is:
Column Typc Contents
I-8 numcric Time
9-17 string Company (or UN~MPLD)
I R-25 numcric Numbcr of cmployces ur uncmploycd ~rsons
26-33 numcric Salary ur uncmpluymcnt I~nctit
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5 EXTERNAL DATA
External data are supplied by the gamc administrator in the ASCII files
INFOGAME.TXT and INFOGAME.LIS (see 6.2). The contents of this chapter should
correspond to the contents of those files. If players are encouraged to use these data for
decision making, the data should be made available to them in machine-readable format,
for example in database or spreadsheet files. The game administrator's manual contains
instructions for changing data.
Table 5.1 General data
Labour market data
Fraction of labour force departing each month 0.01
Hiring cost per worker 500
Availablc workcrs at the start of thc gamc 500
Productivity of new workers 0.5
Learning factor per month 0.3
Minimum wage per month 2000
Unemployment benefit per month 1000
Redundancy payment in months I
Miscellaneous data
Starting capital in millions of ECU 10
Yearly interest percentage for credit balance 4
Yearly interest pcrcentage for debit balance 8
Yearly interest percentage for bank loans 8
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Table 5.2 Data for consumer industries
Industry
TRAD TECHN SPEC ORDER
Basc pricc 100 100 100 100
Minimum delivery time 0 10 10 IS
Maximum dclivery time 0 20 20 30
Stock possiblc Y Y Y N
Numbcr of consumers 50 50 50 50
Referencc group low medium high medium
Advertising budget high low medium medium
Avcrage paylime 0 5 8 10
Maximum paytime 40 50 55 50
Minimum batch size 100 200 l00
Interarrival Starting valuc 12 50 24 18
timc Rcduction pcr pcriod 0.01 0.015 0.02 0
Cycle 0.1 0.3 0.25 0.1
Cyclc length 20 20 20 20
Ordcr sirc Starting valuc 240 I()DO 480 360
Rcduction pcr pcriod 0 0.005 0.002 0.02
Cyclc 0 0.1 0.05 0.25
Cyclc length 20 20 20 20
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Table 5.3 Technology data
Name Indus- Mach- Qual Wor- Capa- Set- Matcrials
try inc kcrs city up
Qual Amount Qual Amount
MATX MAT MI 110 25 20000 0.5 100 18000 120 2000
MATY MAT M2 I10 20 G0000 4 100 60000
TRADA TRAD M3 I00 GO 20000 I 120 20000
TRADB TRAD M4 100 40 40000 2 I10 30000 140 10000
TRADC TRAD M3 I50 40 10000 I I20 5000 160 5000
TRADD TRAD MS 200 GO 10000 3 I10 2000 160 8000
TF.CHA TECH M3 100 80 40000 I 140 40000
TGCHB TECH M6 100 60 I()O(X)0 4 I10 60000 120 400()n
TECHC TECH M7 I50 40 2.5 I10 20000 160 20000
TfiCHD TGCII M3 200 SO 40000 I IGO 2()000
20000
SPECA SPEC M3 100 80 30(x)0 I IM) 30000
SPECB SPEC M8 100 80 60O00 3 I10 40000 120 20000
SPECC SPEC M9 150 50 30000 3 I10 10000 160 20000
SPECD SPEC M3 200 50 I5000 I 160 ISOW
ORDA ORDER M3 100 40 20000 I.5 140 20000
ORDB ORDER MIO 100 GO 60000 0.2 I10 40000 120 20000
ORDC ORDER M3 200 90 20000 I.5 160 20000 160 30000
ORDD ORDER M10 200 75 40000 0.2 I10 10000
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Table 5.4 Machine data
Name MTTD Repair costlday Investment MTBF MTTR S
MI l, 2lNN) I(NNNNN) 30 2 O.OS
M2 30 5(NN) 6(N)0(xN) I50 10 0.04
M3 5 3000 2000000 30 3 0.08
M4 I 0 ~ I R(N) 6000000 I(x) 5 0.06
MS 22 22(N) 25(NxNN) 2(N) IU (!OR
M6 I S 6(NN) I(NxXXx)0 250 4 0.07
M7 I S 4(NN) 6(NxxNN) I 50 8 0.05
M8 10 45(N) 7(x)0(x)0 I50 5 0.05
M9 10 25(N) 4000(X)0 2(x) 6 0.05
M I 0 I 2 5(Nx) 6000000 I 50 4 0.06
Table 5.6 Supplier data
Supplier Material Max credit Discount Price Delivery time Min
Days Amount Mean Stddev
order
i zes
S I IO0 20 I 5(NNNN) 0.01 12 10 2 100
S2 I(NI 30 21NNNNN) 0 14 0 0 I(N)
Si 1111 11 21NNNNN) 0 60 fl I) IINNI
S4 120 0 2(NNNNNI 0 28 0 0 IINN)
SS 120 20 IS(NNNN) 0.01 2S 12 2 I(N)
S6 120 30 2(NNNNN) 0 24 I8 8 I W
S7 140 20 IS(NNNN) 0.01 34 14 3 100
S2i 140 30 2(NNNNNI 0 32 20 8 I(N)
S9 1411 0 IS(NNNN) 0 36 U 0 100
S 10 160 0 2(NN)O(N) 0 46 0 0 100
SII 160 20 IS(NNNN) OAI 44 IS 2 I(N)
S12 160 30 21NNNNN) 0 42 22 10 I(N)
'Cable 5.6 Cost of ineasuring data
Event duta Inventory data Free data
i cx~ 2ax~ o
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6 GAME ADMINISTRATOR'S INSTRUCTIONS
6.1 Directories
Infogame is a Turbo-Pascal (Rev 6.0) program for the IBM-PC and compatibles. It can
be played on a stand-alone PC (with hard disk) or a PC-network under Novell or Banyan
Vines. Before loading the program and data files, a subdirectory INFOGAME must be
created. Within this subdirectory, a separate subdirectory is created for each world, i.e.
each group of competing companies. Within a world subdirectory, subdirectories are
created for each company. The name of a company subdirectory must be the same as the
















The game administrator must have access to all directories. Players must have read-write
access to the company directory and read access to the pertinent world directory and
they must be able to run programs from the Infogame directory.
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6.2 Files
Thc five typcs of filcs ar list in Tablc 6.2:
Table 6.2: I~ile lypes
Type Dcscriplion Example
P Program INFOMARK.EXE
D I:xtcrnally prepared datn files in ASCII format INFOGAME.TXT
1 Intcrnal ( binary coded) filcs INFOGAME.DAT
T Internal transfer tiles in ASCII fonnat INFOIA.TRF
O Output liles in ASCtI tiirmat ABCI.REP
Table 6.3 lists all fïlcs. Thc distribution disk contains the files of type P and D; the user
should transfcr these tïles to the dedicated partition of the hard disk.
Table 6.3: Infiigame tiles
Namc Type Diroclory Dcscription
INI:OGAMIi.I'sXli P Infugamc Input program fur players
INFOMARK.IsXI's 1' Infogumc Program that computes thc resulls of a round.
INFOBANK.I:XI: P Infogamc Input program for the game administrator.
INF(X;AME:.TXT D World General data on the environment
INFOGAMB.I,IS D WorIJ Data on supplien, materials and machines
BANKHELP.TXT D Inliigame Help file for INFOBANK
FUL.LHELP.TXT D Inti~game Help file for INFOGAME
INFOGAMG.DAT I World General data tilc
INI:(XiAMI's.('Nti I World Pile with consumer dula
INI~(X~AMIS.I:VN I Wurld I~ilc with cvcnl data
INh(X;AMI:.IiMP I World I:ile with cmploycc Jata
INFOnnA.TKI~ T Company File with input data prepared hy tNFOGAME and read
by INFOMAKK. nn - period number.
xxxnn.Rl;l' O Cumpany Filc with company data protluced by INFOMARK. xxx-
cumpany namc, mi - pericxl number.
xxxnn.RliP O Woiid I~ilc with markct d:da lix a tipecitic industry pnxluced hy
INFOMARK. xxx-industry name, nn - period number.
hile with labour data produced by INFOMARK. nn -
LABORnn.KI:P O World pcriod numbcr.
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Fig 6.4: Infogame files and programs
6.3 Playing sequence
Normal play proceeds as follows:
a) INFOBANK is called by the game administrator, and the command START is
executed (see 6.4)
b) INFOGAME is executed by each player to enter data (see chapter 3). Preferably,
INFOGAME is started automatically after a login procedure which provides the
only access to Infogame data.
c) INFOMARK is called by the game administrator to compute the results of the
round. The only input asked from the game administrator is entry andlor
verification of a password.
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d) Playcrs analyzc data from thcir privatc ~`.REP lïlcs and from the markct and
labour ~`.REP files. In this phase, the game administrator should prevent write
access by players to any lïle and read access to private files of other companies,
for examplc by providing a program that supplies copies of the ~.REP fïles to
playcrs.
e) Playcrs procecd with b) for the next round. Even if no input changes are made,
INFOGAME should be called at Icast once for each player in each round.
Re.rturt of a period is possible at any moment after the first call of INFOMARK. A
restart is cxeculcd by thc game administrator by a call lo the RESTART option of
INFOBANK (see 6.4). A restart can be used for correc[ions and for teaching purposes.
6.4 Execution of INFOBANK
INFOBANK uses the selection and table-filling instructions described in chapter 3. Like
INFOGAME, INFOBANK asks for entry andlor verification of a password. Thereafter,
an instruction is selected. When this has been executed, a new instruction can be
selected. Execution of INFOMARK is terminated by pressing F9 or ESC. The select




The available options are:
Option Description
START Start a new playing session
RESTART Restart a former period
BANKER Banker's instructions
Start a new playing session (START)
After START, a new play series is started in round 1. However, existing ~`.TRF files are
not deleted. If the file INFOGAME.DAT dces not exist, START is the only option
available. In that case the game administrator starts with entry and verification of a new
password. If the file INFOGAME.DAT exists, the password of the current playing
session must be entered before the new session can start. This is done to prevent
accidental use of START. If the old password is not known, the file INFOGAME.DAT
should be erased.
Restart a former period (RESTART)
After RESTART, the appropriate round is selected from a set of options:
1 2 3
CHOOSE QUARTER
After restart, the input for the indicated period can be corrected with INFOGAME, and




After BANKI:R, the game administrator can select one of two options:
MAXIMA RATES
SELECT RUI,E
With thc option MAXIMA the bankcr dcfines [he maximum short-time limit and the
maximum amount of long term loans for each existing company. Consequently, this




With the RATES option the following rates are set for all companies:
Attributc Dcscription
SHORT ~In Interest percentage ( per year) for bank credit
LONG "In Interest percentagc ( per year) for long-term loans
CREDIToIo Interest percentage ( per year) for deposits
MAX LIMIT MAX LOAN
5 000 000 10 000 000
Thc scrccn formut for this instruction is:





Accounting system . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Advertising budget . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 24
Annul . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8, 24





Batch size . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12, 13
Capacity . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . .. 12
....................uiChanges .. .... "'
Clock ............................ 5
Consumer ......................... 8
Consumer credit . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8
Cost of reporting . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20
Credit . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 26, 29
Customer order . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7
DBASE3 ........................ 33
Decision support system . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Delivery date . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8, 24
Design .......................... 22
Directories ....................... 41
Discount . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 26
Dismissals . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14
Diversified company . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16
EMP ........................... 27
Employee . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14, 27
Event ........................... 32
Extcrnal data . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 37
I'ailure .......................... 21
Files ............................ 42
Firing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . IS
First round . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Game administrator . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2




Industry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4, 6
Information system . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Instruction . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 31
Instructions . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19
Integrated company . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16
Interest percentage . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 28, 46
Inventories ....................... 33
Invest . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21
Jobshop .......................... I
Labour .......................... 14
Labour market report . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 36
Learning factor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I S
L.oan .... ....................... 28
Login program . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18
Logistics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16
Long-term planning . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5
Lotus ........................... 34
Machines ........................ 21
Management games . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I
Market report . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 35
MAT ........................... 25
Material . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12, 25
Maximum time . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12, 13, 24






New playing session . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 45
Normal play . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 43
Operating personnel . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5
Operators ... . .............. . . .. .. 13
Options .......................... 17
Order quantity . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 10, 24
Order queue . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14
Password .... .................... 18
Price . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8, 24
Primary report ...................... 6
Process industry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
PRODP ......................... 24
Product . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 23
Product characteristics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 24
Production . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4, 9
Production for internal use . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6
Production for stock . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7, 10
Production order . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7
Production time . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12, 13





Reference group . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8
REGISTER ....................... 20
Remove ......................... 23
Reorder level . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 10, 24
Repair .......................... 21
REPAY . ........................ 28
Report file . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30
Report freyuency . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20
48
Restart . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 44, 45
Rule ........................... 2.5
Salary ........................... 27




Sclection . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17
Setup tirne . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14
Simulation gamcs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I
Single-producl cumpany . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16
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